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Introduction

TheWest Side of Buffalo, New York, is the city’s most distressed neighborhood. From
abject poverty to widespread illness, residents there live in a world of impossible odds. The
neighborhood is located immediately adjacent to—and downwind of—the Peace Bridge
international border crossing, the third busiest such crossing between the United States and
Canada. Every day, thousands of commercial trucks cross the mouth of the Niagara River via the
Peace Bridge, each emitting plumes of toxic diesel exhaust that are carried by prevailing winds off
of Lake Erie and into the yards, homes, and lungs of the children and adults who call the West Side
home. Consequently, the neighborhood hosts an alarmingly high incidence of cancer and an asthma
rate that is four times above the national average.

For many years, West Side residents have fought hard for their right to clean air, but have
been unsuccessful at reducing existing pollution levels in the neighborhood. Faced with the
constant threat of infrastructure expansion at the Peace Bridge, the community has had no choice
but to commit all of its scarce resources to stop these projects rather than lobby for the remediation
of current conditions. All of this changed after a West Side community organizer, Kathleen R.
Mecca, attended the 2013 National Environmental Justice Conference (NEJC) and obtained expert
advice from federal government regulatory officials and the nation’s leading environmental justice
professionals on the who, what, why, and how of capacity building.

Just days after NEJC 2013, West Side community leaders devised a plan that involved
convening key stakeholders in the Peace Bridge debate with the understanding that the Peace
Bridge and the neighborhood will forever occupy common ground and that a free, open, and
amicable dialogue is necessary for either side to succeed. For the first time, representatives from
the community, the Peace Bridge, and local government were sitting at the same table, addressing
both existing air quality and infrastructure expansion concerns.

Presentation Description

The four panelists assembled for this presentation will speak on the challenges of balancing
pollution-‐producing operations of a vital international border crossing with serious public health
concerns facing the West Side, a low-‐income, minority urban community in Buffalo, NY. The
audience will learn how residents have employed principles of capacity building to transcend
political obstacles, end nearly two decades of hostile dialogue, and convene key stakeholders under
a common objective to change the conversation from one fueled by emotion to one grounded in
logic. While major disagreements still exist—and will be exposed during the presentation—each
panelist will share his or her unique perspective on the past, present, and future of the Peace Bridge
and the people of Buffalo’s West Side community.


